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Following Facebook’s rebranding as Meta
in October 2021, there has been a mad
dash for brands to stake their claim in the
metaverse, garnering headlines and setting
the stage for other brands to follow. 

The Careerlist team sat down with 14 CMOs
across a collection of industries to
understand how they’re sizing up the
metaverse opportunity and setting their
organizations up for success in the future.

Mentions of the
keyword “metaverse”
rose by over 135% in
Q4’21 earnings
transcripts following
Facebook’s Meta
announcement.

IIntroduction

It’s that magical time in the marketing hype
cycle where a new innovation promises to
change everything and transform the world of
marketing as we know it: welcome to the
metaverse!

SOURCE:  GLOBALDATA
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The underlying technology that enables this convergence of
physical and digital includes combinations of Virtual Reality
(e.g. Meta’s Horizon Worlds), Augmented Reality (e.g.
Pokémon Go), cryptocurrencies (e.g. Bitcoin and Ethereum),
blockchain, 5G, and cloud computing; all of which are
evolving at a rapid pace to usher in this new reality. 

DDefining the
metaverse
For the purpose of this paper, the metaverse is loosely
defined as “a highly immersive virtual world where people
gather to socialize, play, and work”. 

The metaverse does not exist
today – it is a north star vision of
where we are going in the next
10+ years; today the term, at
best, merely represents that
evolution of the internet from
digital to omnichannel to
interconnected.

Travis Scott Concert in Fortnite
SOURCE:  EPIC GAMES

Rori DuBoff, Accenture
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The pandemic and ensuing lockdowns also played a
significant role in shifting consumers' perception and
willingness to participate in immersive digital experiences
that were simply not widely accepted pre-pandemic. The
explosion of virtual concerts–such as The Ariana Grande Rift
Tour concert in Fortnite and the Lil Nas X concert in Roblox–
are a prime example of this sudden shift in consumer
adoption.

Lil Nas X Virtual Concert
SOURCE:  ROBLOX

88% of people who attended
immersive virtual events
during the pandemic say
they will continue
participating in these types
of events in the future.

SOURCE: UTA IQ
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The metaverse
opportunity
An overly simplified view of the metaverse opportunity can be
summed up under 4 key themes:
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NEW DIGITAL SPACES

 Shifts in where and how consumers spend time will require a
new marketing and media approach to reach audiences. And
as we have seen with each new social media platform that
emerges onto the scene, marketing teams will need to learn
the new norms for appropriate participation in these spaces.

Nike acquires virtual
shoe company,  RTFKT

Spin Master's Bakugan on
Roblox Metaverse

Cartamundi & Warner
Bros. launch NFT hybrid

NEW TRANSACTION METHODS

Digital wallets are gaining popularity, especially among
millennial audiences, not just for the convenience they
provide, but also for the enhanced brand experiences they can
deliver. Trust Wallet by Binance, for example, already has 5M
active users.

1
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NEW WAYS TO WORK

The metaverse opens up opportunities to bring remote teams
closer together, in more than the Brady Bunch style 2D
interactions we have today. This is likely to have a profound
impact on how companies interact and communicate
internally. Virtual town halls with thousands of team members
in virtual stadiums, virtual lunchrooms accessible to global
workers, and new opportunities to bridge interaction and data
both inside and outside the enterprise are nearing the horizon. 

The Metaverse will also allow for
remote work, virtual 3D
meetings and industry events.
There it will be possible to watch
presentations or chat online at a
cocktail party.

Virtual Nth floor at Accenture
SOURCE:  ACCENTURE

David Baszuki, Founder and CEO 
of Roblox Corporation

NEW DIGITAL PRODUCTS

The buying experience will shift and can be significantly
elevated for many sectors. These unique experiences are
likely to become the gold standard of differentiation in a
crowded, attention strapped marketplace. VR/AR can play
transformative roles in how customers experience offline
products.

3
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Virtual Real Estate in the Metaverse
SOURCE:  FORTUNE
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 When consumers start changing their
behaviors, there is inevitably a direct
impact on the bottom line when businesses
don’t follow suit (lest we forget the demise
of giants like HMV and Tower Records when
music consumption shifted to digital and
they got left behind).

Unlike the smaller innovations (eg.
abandoning Myspace for Facebook and
Twitter) that largely only impacted
marketing teams and customer support
teams, the shift to the metaverse will
require an enterprise-wide effort.

We tend to
overestimate the
effect of a technology
in the short run and
underestimate the
effect in the long run.

BBusiness
implications of the
metaverse
Regardless of how the metaverse ultimately
shakes out, we are starting to see shifts in
where and how consumers are spending their
time and money.

Roy Amara, President of The
Institute for the Future
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MARKETING

Marketing teams will need to learn new marketing tools and opportunities across
multiple metaverse platforms. The shift will also bring a new level of
personalization and direct-to-consumer opportunities, requiring a more bespoke
approach to connecting with customers.

SALES

Sales teams will need to develop new sales practices and capabilities to support
customer expectations for different modalities including self-guided, sales-
assisted, and in-person research and purchasing options. Teams will also need to
be nimble as customers shift from one modality to another throughout the sales
cycle. 

PRODUCT

Product teams will need to adapt R&D functions focused on physical goods into
one that produces digital products and innovation. Additionally, the metaverse
can help companies shift their product design, development process, trial
production testing, operation management, and other operations into simulated
environments. Product teams will no longer be encumbered by time-consuming
on-location verification and approval processes, significantly accelerating time to
market.

REAL ESTATE

Real Estate teams will need to scout and negotiate the best virtual locations and
develop innovative store concepts.
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AA quick history in (un)changing
consumer behavior

If all of the recent hype around the metaverse feels like deja
vu, it’s because we have been here before. Many times before.

 Let’s take a quick minute to remind ourselves of all of the
moments in the past 4 decades when innovations altered
consumer behavior, directly impacting how businesses,
and marketing teams, in particular, operated:

Regardless of how the world around us changes,
however, there are two truths about consumers to take
comfort in:

PRINT TELEVISION STATIC WEB SOCIAL WEB MOBILE

Consumers are migratory animals. That is a constant      
that we need to embrace.

Winning consumers’ attention has remained
surprisingly unchanged: be succinct, informative,
and delightful.

1
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SOURCE: TBD

TThe past as our blueprint
Although we have been through similar disruption before,
there is a sobering stat from a 2012 report hinting at how slow
organizations have been in the past to adapt to sudden shifts
in consumer behavior: 
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92% of marketers agree that
social media has fundamentally
changed how consumers engage
with brands, yet only 49% have
integrated social media into
their overall marketing strategy. 

Social Media Landscape circa 2012
SOURCE:  NATIVE THEORY

SOURCE: FORBES

That means, nearly 5 years after it was clear that social media was
a force to be reckoned with, brands still weren’t really embracing
these new channels. 

The good news is, in the 10 years since, businesses have
collectively resolved some of the more vexing challenges we faced
with the introduction of social media.
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For example, we now have tools to “hear” what consumers are
saying about our brands and have established processes for how
(or if) to respond. Adapting these processes for the metaverse will
be an evolution of what already exists – not a net-new function
that needs to be created.

We also know the preliminary data we require to deliver
personalized experiences that resonate with our end customers.
While we likely won’t have access to this data immediately, we
have the blueprint.

And most important, we have forged stronger inter-department
connections to ensure that offline and online channels deliver a
consistent experience for our customers. These relationships
were much more siloed pre-Web 2.0.

However, although this is not the first time marketing
organizations are faced with adapting to significant shifts in
customer behavior. The metaverse and all of the underlying
innovations that come with it are daunting due to the sheer
amount of fragmentation they bring. This is especially worrisome
during a time when most marketing departments are still trying to
grapple with an already highly-fragmented customer landscape. 

Podcasts
TikTok
Discord
Club House
Twitch
Steemit

Consider for a moment the introduction of all of the new
channels in just the past 3 years that have captured the
attention of consumers, but brands have not yet fully
embraced.

Couple fragmentation with the fact that most marketing
organizations cite “lack of cross-channel integration” as
their biggest pain point, and the thought of adding any
additional complexity to the mix, frankly sounds
intimidating.



Metaverse experience
SOURCE:  VENTURE BEAT
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In most companies, the marketing
organization is the most digitally native
team in the company and has played a key
role in developing digital commerce, data
and analytics, and other significant
inflections of change over the past two
decades. 

The role of the metaverse-era CMO is likely
to pick up significant new organizational
responsibilities and the supporting
resources to make it happen. We anticipate
we will see a new wave of marketing
leaders enter the C-suite, just as we saw
with the “digital” shift that occurred over a
decade ago. 

CClosing thoughts

The CMO is a natural candidate to help lead
the company as a whole toward business
changes that reflect evolving customer
needs. 

Next Steps

Experience the metaverse for
yourself. Nothing can trump the
positive impact of gaining first-
hand experience from a
consumer’s perspective. Becoming
a metaverse native will help
ensure your brand’s first
endeavors aren’t cringeworthy and
missing the mark. 

Identify individuals in your
organization who are already
immersed in these virtual worlds.
Ask them what their experiences
are, where and how they are
spending their time and money,
and how these virtual interactions
compare to their real-world
experiences. 


